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High Dominant Frequencies and
Fractionated Potentials Do Not Indicate
Focal or Rotational Activation During AF
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BACKGROUND Dominant frequencies (DFs) or complex fractionated atrial electrograms (CFAEs), indicative of focal

sources or rotational activation, are used to identify target sites for atrial fibrillation (AF) ablation in clinical studies,

although the relationship among DF, CFAE, and activation patterns remains unclear.

OBJECTIVES This study sought to investigate the relationship between patterns of activation underlying DF and CFAE

sites during AF.

METHODS Epicardial high-resolution mapping of the right and left atrium including Bachmann’s bundle was performed

in 71 participants. We identified the highest dominant frequency (DFmax) and highest degree of CFAE (CFAEmax) with the

use of existing clinical criteria and classified patterns of activation as focal or rotational activation and smooth propa-

gation, conduction block (CB), collision and remnant activity, and fibrillation potentials as single, double, or fractionated

potentials containing, respectively, 1, 2, or 3 or more negative deflections. Relationships among activation patterns,

DFmax, and potential types were investigated.

RESULTS DFmax were primarily located at the left atrioventricular groove and did not harbor focal activation (proportion

focal waves: 0% [IQR: 0%-2%]). Compared with non-DFmax sites, DFmax were characterized by more frequent

smooth propagation (22% [IQR: 7%-48%] vs 17% [IQR: 11%-24%]; P ¼ 0.001), less frequent conduction block (69%

[IQR: 51%-81%] vs 74% [IQR: 69%-78%]; P ¼ 0.006), a higher proportion of single potentials (72% [IQR: 55%-84%] vs

6%1 [IQR: 55%-65%]; P ¼ 0.003), and a lower proportion of fractionated potentials (4% [IQR: 1%-11%] vs 12%

[IQR: 9%-15%]; P ¼ 0.004). CFAEmax were mainly found at the pulmonary veins area, and only 1% [IQR: 0%-2%] of all

CFAEmax contained focal activation. Compared with non-CFAEmax sites, CFAEmax sites were characterized by less frequent

smooth propagation (1% [IQR: 0%-1%] vs 17% [IQR: 12%-24%]; P < 0.001) and more frequent remnant activity

(20% [IQR: 12%-29%] vs 8% [IQR: 5%-10%]; P < 0.001), and harbored predominantly fractionated potentials

(52% [IQR: 43%-66%] vs 12% [IQR: 9%-14%]; P < 0.001).

CONCLUSIONS Focal or rotational patterns of activation were not consistently detected at DFmax domains and CFAEmax

sites. These findings do not support the concept of targeting DFmax or CFAEmax according to existing criteria for AF

ablation. (J Am Coll Cardiol EP 2023;9:1082–1096) © 2023 by the American College of Cardiology Foundation.
N 2405-500X/$36.00 https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jacep.2023.01.013
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ABB R E V I A T I O N S

AND ACRONYMS

AF = atrial fibrillation

AFCL = atrial fibrillation cycle

length

BB = Bachmann’s bundle

CFAE = complex fractionated

atrial electrograms

CFAEmax = recording site with

the shortest fractionation index

DF = dominant frequency

DFmax = recording site with the

maximum dominant frequency

LAVG = left atrioventricular

groove

RA = right atrium

PV = pulmonary vein
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S uccess rates of pulmonary vein (PV) isolation in
patients with persistent atrial fibrillation (AF)
remain moderate despite development of

adjunctive ablation strategies targeting atrial sites
considered to be crucial to AF perpetuation. These
sites harbor complex fractionated atrial electrograms
(CFAEs)1 or so-called focal sources driving AF identi-
fied by dominant frequencies (DFs). However, abla-
tive therapy targeting either CFAEs or DFs in large
study populations did not improve arrhythmia-free
survival.2-6 The CFAE ablation strategy has been
largely abandoned, because CFAEs are recorded dur-
ing slowing of conduction, pivoting around lines of
conduction block or nearby focal sources and there-
fore they may not be specific enough for the substrate
perpetuating AF.

DF mapping is used to identify AF sources, but
with mixed outcomes. Recent mapping studies in
patients with paroxysmal and persistent AF reported
that fewer than 4% of DF sites corresponded to rota-
tional activity or focal sources.7 An important limi-
tation of mapping studies performed so far is the use
of endovascular mapping techniques, which hampers
detailed analysis of activation patterns caused by
the relatively large interelectrode distances8 and
instability of the catheter tip position. In addition,
mapping studies have been frequently focused on
isolated atrial regions. Consequently, the relationship
among focal sources, high DF sites, and nearby CFAE
sites remains unclear. We hypothesized that if a
relationship among DFs, CFAEs, and AF sources
would exist, high-resolution mapping of the right
(RA) and left atrium (LA) would be able to detect it.
The goal of the present study was, therefore, to
investigate the relationship between patterns of
activation underlying DF and CFAE sites by con-
structing high-resolution epicardial maps derived
from the RA and LA, including Bachmann’s bundle
(BB), during AF.

METHODS

STUDY POPULATION. The study population included
patients admitted for elective surgical correction
of ischemic, valvular, or congenital heart disease
in the Erasmus Medical Center, Rotterdam, the
Netherlands. Patients older than 18 years of age were
included if they had a history of paroxysmal AF,
persistent AF or longstanding persistent AF. Exclu-
sion criteria included the presence of accessory
atrioventricular pathways, previous ablative therapy
or cardiac surgery, radiation therapy of the chest,
atrial pacemaker leads, a left ventricular ejection
fraction <30%, an estimated glomerular filtration
rate <30 mL/min, and the need for inotropic
or mechanical support at the time of surgery.
Clinical data were collected from patient
files. The study was approved by the Medical
Ethical Committee (MEC 2010-054 and MEC
2014-393).

MAPPING PROCEDURE. High-resolution
epicardial mapping was performed after
extracorporeal circulation, before induced
cardiac arrest. A bipolar electrode was
temporarily connected to the high RA as a
reference. A steel wire was connected to the
substernal fat as an indifferent electrode.
Mapping arrays contained an electrode grid
of 128 electrodes (n ¼ 13; electrode spacing: 2
millimeters; electrode diameter: 0.65 milli-
meters) or 192 electrodes (n ¼ 58; electrode

spacing: 2 millimeters; electrode diameter: 0.45 mil-
limeters). During the mapping procedure, the surgeon
shifted the mapping array along the epicardial surface
of the RA, anterior left atrioventricular groove
(LAVG), PV area, and BB, following a predefined
mapping scheme.9 Ten seconds of atrial unipolar
electrocardiography together with lead I of the sur-
face electrocardiogram were recorded at a sampling
frequency of 1,000 Hz, amplified (gain: 1,000),
filtered (bandwidth: 0.5-400 Hz), analogue-to-digital
converted (16 bits), and stored on a hard drive.
When AF was not spontaneously present on
commencement of the mapping procedure, AF was
induced by 10-second pacing bursts at the high RA.
Extensive details of the mapping procedure have
been described previously.9

SIGNAL PROCESSING. Customized software was
used to automatically annotate local activation times,
defined as the moment of the steepest negative
deflection of the unipolar potential if its peak-to-peak
amplitude and slope exceeded, respectively, 0.3 mV
and �0.05 mV/ms. To prevent overdetection of local
activation times due to fractionation of the unipolar
potential, the refractory period was set at 50 ms.10,11

In case of negative deflections within 50 millisec-
onds from the local activation time, the unipolar po-
tential was labeled as fractionated. Erroneous
annotations due to baseline drift, noise, artefacts or
ventricular far field activity were removed manually
and independently checked by 2 experienced in-
vestigators. Local activation times were used to
reconstruct isochronal maps and wave trajectories in
color-coded wave maps, demonstrating each indi-
vidual fibrillation wave.12 Atrial fibrillation cycle
length (AFCL) was defined as time between 2
consecutive local activation times. Histograms were
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created using all AFCLs. Long AFCLs, defined as in-
tervals exceeding 1.5 times the most frequently
occurring AFCL (mode of the AFCL histogram), were
manually checked for accuracy. Long AFCLs were
accepted if there was: 1) an unambiguous isoelectric
line separating consecutive potentials; or 2) an iso-
lated area consisting of adjacent electrodes with long
AFCLs. Long AFCLs at the borders of the mapping
array were automatically excluded from analysis to
avoid false-positive long AFCLs due to temporary loss
of contact.

IDENTIFICATION OF CFAEmax SITES AND DFmax

DOMAINS. Similarly, as in previous studies, the
fractionation index was calculated as mean time be-
tween all subsequent negative deflections—including
all components from fractionated potentials—at each
individual electrode and is a measure for the “degree”
of potential fractionation at recording sites. Contin-
uous electrical activity was defined as a fractionation
index <50 milliseconds.13 In the present study, CFAE
regions consist of adjacent recording sites with a
fractionation index <50 milliseconds.13-15 CFAEmax

sites indicate the recording site with the shortest
fractionation index of all recording sites.

For calculating DFs, Python’s computing packages
Matplotlib and Scipy were used. Voltage-time plots
derived from raw electrograms were windowed with a
Hann window to minimize the impact of incomplete
electrograms at the beginning and end of the re-
cordings, and were used to calculate the DF of each
electrode by applying fast Fourier transformation.16

Ventricular farfield signals were not removed before
calculating DF, because ventricular component
removal methodologies may introduce artifacts in the
atrial electrograms and leave remnants of ventricular
electrograms. However, to assess whether removing
ventricular signals leads to different conclusions in
our study, we recalculated the main results as ob-
tained with ventricular farfield removal as described
in the Supplemental Methods.

The frequency peak with the largest magnitude
(DF) was detected in each mapping location within
the range of 3.3-20.0 Hz (the equivalent of cycle
lengths ranging from 300 ms to 50 ms), similarly to
previous research on DFs.17,18 When the same DF was
found in multiple adjacent electrodes, these elec-
trodes together were regarded as 1 DF domain. The
inverse of Hz - corresponding to AFCL, for example 20
Hz (50 ms) were reported. Global maximum DF
(DFmax) domains were defined as the maximum DF
measured throughout both atria, and the local DFmax

domains as the maximum DF measured within each
mapping location.
ADDITIONAL CRITERIA FOR DETECTION OF

SOURCE-LIKE ACTIVITY. Additional criteria applied
in previous ablation studies were used to identify DF
domains as targets for AF ablation. Global DFmax

domains in those studies were defined as target
sites only when: 1) the DFmax was higher than 8 Hz
(cycle length shorter than 125 milliseconds)7; or 2) the
global DFmax was also at least 20% faster than DFs at
neighboring electrodes.19 We applied these criteria
to investigate whether they can indeed be used at a
high-resolution scale to detect focal or rotational
patterns of activation. Also, we assessed whether
there is a correlation between the absolute value of
fractionation index and the occurrence of source-like
activity.

CHARACTERIZATION OF SPATIAL ACTIVATION

PATTERNS. To quantify the occurrence of distinct
patterns of activation at DFmax and CFAEmax

recording sites, each local activation time was
assigned to a specific pattern of activation: focal
activation, rotational pattern of activation, smoothly
propagating fibrillation wave, fibrillation wave with
interwave or intrawave conduction block (CB), colli-
sion of wavefronts, or remnant electrical activity.

In line with previous published criteria, patterns of
activation required fibrillation waves propagating
across at least 3 other electrodes.12 Source-like acti-
vation was defined as a recurrent pattern of focal or
reentrant activation.20 Local activation times
completely surrounded by activations later in time
were regarded as the origin of a focal fibrillation
wave.12 Also, to be consistent with previous mapping
studies, a time delay of at least 40 ms was required
between the focal activation starting point and adja-
cent fibrillation waves to correct for discontinuous
conduction from nearby electrodes.12,21 Using local
activation time maps, reentrant activation was
defined as continuous repetitive propagation of a
wavefront that returns to its origin to reactivate its
pathway. Reentrant fibrillation waves were visually
independently confirmed by reassessment of the
activation maps by 2 investigators. Fibrillation waves
were classified as smoothly propagating fibrillation
waves when the conduction time (CT) toward at least
6 out of 8 adjacent electrodes was 11 milliseconds or
less. To prevent overestimation of the amount of
conduction block, fibrillation waves with CB con-
tained blocking of conduction (CT >11 milliseconds)
in at least 2 directions. The classification wavefront
collision was assigned when 2 fibrillation waves
terminated at adjacent electrodes with a CT of 2
milliseconds or less. We also observed fibrillation
waves activating fewer than 4 electrodes, which were

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jacep.2023.01.013


FIGURE 1 Classification of Fibrillation Waves

(Top) The 3 panels show local activation time maps, each reconstructed from 70 ms of atrial fibrillation (AF) derived from AF recordings in the

same patient. (Bottom) In the highlighted boxes, an example for each prespecified category of activation patterns is provided. All recorded

fibrillation waves were classified as (A) fibrillation waves with conduction block, (B) focal fibrillation waves, (C) smoothly propagating

fibrillation waves, (D) fibrillation waves with conduction block (CB), (E) collision, or (F) remnant activity. Reentry of fibrillation waves was not

detected and therefore not portrayed. Black arrows indicate the main trajectory of fibrillation waves and thick black lines mark lines of CB.

Yellow stars indicate the origin of a focal fibrillation wave.
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labeled as remnant activity. The upper panel of
Figure 1 depicts examples of these patterns of acti-
vation in local activation time maps—each depicting
50 ms of AF- reconstructed from an AF recording from
the PV area. The first local activation times map
shows propagation classified as “fibrillation waves
with CB” (Figure 1A), “focal pattern of activation”
(Figure 1B) and “smoothly propagating fibrillation
waves” (Figure 1C); the second local activation times
map shows “discontinuous activation” (Figure 1D);
and the third local activation times map shows
“collision of fibrillation waves” (Figure 1E) and
“remnant activity” that was confined to fewer than 4
electrodes (Figure 1F). There is no example of a
reentry circuit, because none were detected in our
study population.

ASSESSMENT OF FRACTIONATION. The degree of
fractionation of unipolar fibrillation potentials was
determined to assess the relation between fraction-
ation and DFmax domains. Potential fractionation was
classified according to the number of negative de-
flections into single potentials, double potentials, and
fractionated potentials, containing, respectively, 1, 2
(deflections >15 milliseconds apart), and 3 or more
deflections.

The proportion of fractionated potentials during 10
seconds of AF was calculated relative to the total
number of potentials. In addition, regularity of the
AFCL was determined by calculating the standard
deviation of AFCL at each recording site.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS. All continuous data were
plotted in histograms to assess normality. Skewed
continuous data were reported as median (IQR);
comparison of continuous data between different
subtypes of AF was performed by means of the
Kruskal-Wallis test. Categoric data were expressed as
absolute numbers (percentages) and compared be-
tween groups by means of chi-square or Fisher’s
exact test if appropriate. To determine whether there
were preferential regions for DFmax domains and



TABLE 1 Patient Characteristics (N ¼ 71)

Age, y 69 � 9

Female 18 (25)

Risk factors

BMI, kg/m2 28 � 5

Diabetes mellitus 19/70 (27)

Hypertension 43/70 (61)

Underlying heart disease

IHD 7 (10)

VHD 45 (63)

VHD þ IHD 9 (13)

CHD 10 (14)

History of myocardial infarction 9 (13)

AF subtype

Paroxysmal 28 (39)

Persistent 26 (36)

Longstanding persistent 17 (23)

Time since AF diagnosis, y 1.64 (0.59-7.13)

LA enlargement

Not dilated 23/67 (34)

Mildly dilated 8/67 (12)

Moderately dilated 6/67 (9)

Severely dilated 30/67 (45)

LAVI, mL/m2 47 � 24

LV function

Normal 54 (76)

Mild impairment 15 (21)

Moderate impairment 2 (3)

Antiarrhythmic drugs

Class I 2 (3)

Class II 48 (68)

Class III 7 (10)

Class IV 1 (1)

Digoxin 13 (18)

Procedural characteristics

AF at start of procedure 46 (65)

Mapping array

192 electrodes 58 (82)

128 electrodes 13 (18)

Values are mean � SD, n (%), or median (IQR).

AF ¼ atrial fibrillation; AVD ¼ aortic valve disease; BMI ¼ body mass index;
CHD ¼ congenital heart disease; IHD ¼ ischemic heart disease; LA ¼ left atrium;
LAVI ¼ left atrial volume index; LV ¼ left ventricular; VHD ¼ valvular heart
disease.
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CFAEmax sites, chi-square tests were performed for
patients in whom AF recordings of sufficient quality
were obtained from at least 3 atrial regions.
Equality of distribution of fractionated potentials
across different atrial regions was assessed by means
of Friedman’s test. For each patient, potential frac-
tionation at global DFmax domains or CFAEmax sites
was compared with fractionation at other recording
sites by means of Wilcoxon’s signed ranks test.
Spearman’s correlation was applied to investigate
correlations between global DFmax domains or global
CFAEmax sites and the occurrence of specific activa-
tion patterns. In general, a 2-sided P value of <0.05
was regarded as statistically significant. Bonferroni-
adjusted P values were applied to compare the
occurrence of different potential subtypes (P < 0.0167
[ie, 0.05/3]) and various activation patterns
(P < 0.083 [ie, 0.05/6) at DFmax domains and CFAEmax

sites to their occurrence at other recording sites. IBM
SPSS Statistics for Windows, version 25 (IBM Corp)
was used for the statistical analyses.

RESULTS

PATIENT CHARACTERISTICS. Patient characteristics
are summarized in Table 1. All participants (n ¼ 71;
age 69 � 9 years, 75% male) had a history of parox-
ysmal AF (n ¼ 27), persistent AF (n ¼ 26), or long-
standing persistent AF (n ¼ 18), and median time
since AF diagnosis was 1.6 years (range: 7 days to 42
years). Forty-five patients (63%) had AF at the start of
the mapping procedure; in the other patients, AF was
induced by fixed rate programmed electrical stimu-
lation. In 48 out of 69 patients (70%) the LA was
dilated (LA volume index: 47 � 24 mL/m2); in 5 pa-
tients, LA dimensions could not be collected from
patient files.

MAPPING CHARACTERISTICS. In the entire study
population, 1,350 (IQR: 1,075-1514) recording sites
were analyzed per patient. Owing to low signal-
to-noise ratio or artifacts, 15% � 8% of recording
sites per patient were excluded. Median AFCLs at
the RA, BB, LAVG, and PV were, respectively, 170
milliseconds (range 153-188 milliseconds), 164 milli-
seconds (145-179 milliseconds), 156 milliseconds
(142-179 milliseconds), and 155,milliseconds (143-175
milliseconds).

SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF DFmax AND CFAEmax. Bar
charts in Figure 2 show the location of global DFmax

domains and CFAEmax sites found in the entire study
population. The global DFmax domain was most
frequently located along the LAVG (RA 32%, BB 3%,
LAVG 60%; PV 17%; P ¼ 0.002), whereas the PV area
was predominant for CFAEmax sites (RA 11%, BB 29%,
LAVG 16%; PV 44%; P < 0.001). Median AFCLs did not
differ between global DFmax domains and other
recording sites (162 milliseconds [IQR: 141-187 milli-
seconds] vs 157 milliseconds [146-178 milliseconds];
P ¼ 0.68), but AFCL regularity was higher (SD of
AFCL: 20 milliseconds [12-33 milliseconds] vs 37 mil-
liseconds [32-46 milliseconds]; P < 0.001).

The atrial surface area covered by global DFmax

domains varied considerably between patients,
ranging from 1 to 117 electrodes (median: 2), covering
0.05% to 5.74% (median: 0.12%) of the total area



FIGURE 2 Spatial Distribution of CFAEmax and DFmax

Bar charts showing the location of global DFmax domains and CFAEmax sites found in the entire study population, with (left) and without (right)

additional criteria to define high-frequency sites. CFAEmax ¼ site with shortest fractionation index; BB ¼ Bachmann’s bundle; DF ¼ dominant

frequency; DFmax ¼ maximum dominant frequency; FI ¼ fractionation index; LA ¼ left atrioventricular groove; PV ¼ pulmonary vein area;

RA ¼ right atrium.
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mapped. All global CFAEmax sites covered only 1
(n ¼ 69) or 2 electrodes (n ¼ 2). CFAE regions (frac-
tionation index <50 ms) were present in 47 patients
(66%) and covered 20 (IQR: 8-79) electrodes (or 0.06%
[IQR: 0.04%-0.21%] of all recording electrodes). In
only 5 patients (7%), the global DFmax domain and
CFAEmax site were both located in the same mapping
location; the shortest distances from each CFAEmax

site to the perimeter of the DFmax domain were 0, 3, 4,
9, and 24 millimeters.

In 2 out of 64 patients (3%), the DFmax domain,
when calculated with QRS subtraction, was closely
located to the recording site with the highest pro-
portion of focal fibrillation waves. In one of these
patients, however, other recording sites harbored the
same proportion of focal fibrillation waves, but the
DFs were not affected. In the other patient, the focal
pattern of activation was present in a relatively small
proportion of the entire recording period (23%). It
remains questionable whether such a low proportion
of focal waves can be regarded as a driver of the AF
process (see the Supplemental Results section for
more detail on this separate analysis).

PATTERNS OF ACTIVATION AT DFmax AND

CFAEmax. Patterns of activation identified at all
global DFmax domains and CFAEmax sites are sum-
marized in Supplemental Tables 1 and 2. At global
DFmax domains, fibrillation waves were rarely focal
fibrillation waves (0.0% [IQR: 0.0%-1.5%]); focal
waves did not occur more frequently at these do-
mains than at other recording sites in the atria of the
same patient (0.6% [IQR: 0.5%-0.7%]; P ¼ 0.78).
Smoothly propagating fibrillation waves, however,
had a higher incidence (at global DFmax domains: 22%
[IQR: 7%-48%]; at other recording sites: 17% [IQR:
11%-24%]; P ¼ 0.001 [P < 0.083]), whereas fibrilla-
tion waves with CB occurred less frequently (69%
[IQR: 51%-81%] vs 74% [IQR: 69%-78%]; P ¼ 0.006).
Wavefront collision occurred rarely (global DFmax

domains: 0.0% [IQR: 0.0%-0.0%]; other recording
sites: 0.10% [IQR: 0.07%-0.14%]; P < 0.001). 2% [IQR:
1%-8%] of fibrillation waves at DFmax domains (other
recording sites: 8% [IQR: 5%-10%]; P ¼ 0.001) were
classified as remnant activity.

At CFAEmax sites, 20% [IQR: 12%-29%] of all waves
were classified as remnant activity; which was less
frequently observed at other recording sites (8%
[IQR: 5%-10%] of fibrillation waves; P < 0.001). Pat-
terns of activation detected at CFAEmax sites were
less frequently smoothly propagating waves (1%
[IQR: 0%-1%] vs 17% [IQR: 12%-24%]; P < 0.001) or

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jacep.2023.01.013
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jacep.2023.01.013
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FIGURE 3 Relationship Between Focal Activation Patterns and Methods of Source Detection

(A) Local activation times map, derived from the left atrial (LA) appendage of a patient with persistent atrial fibrillation (AF), showing a focal pattern of activation (origin

indicated by yellow star), propagating around a line of conduction block to excite the entire mapping location. For the same mapping location, other panels summarize

per electrode the proportion of focal activation (B), and the corresponding local DF (C) and FI. Although the origin of focal fibrillation waves frequently occurs in the

same confined area demonstrated in A (indicated by the dotted boxed areas), DFmax (dark blue) and CFAEmax (dark green) are found at other recording sites. In the

majority of other patients, detected patterns of focal activation were less repetitive. The black arrow indicates the main trajectory of the fibrillation wave. Thick black

lines indicate lines of conduction block. Yellow star indicates the origin of a focal fibrillation wave. BB ¼ Bachmann’s bundle; CFAEmax ¼ site with shortest fractionation

index; DF ¼ dominant frequency; DFmax: maximum dominant frequency; FI ¼ fractionation index; LAVG ¼ left atrioventricular groove; PV ¼ pulmonary vein area;

RA ¼ right atrium.
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wavefront collision (0.0% [IQR: 0.0%-0.0%] vs 0.11%
[IQR: 0.07%-0.14%]; P < 0.001). Remarkably, there
was no difference in the occurrence of fibrillation
waves with CB (74% [IQR: 67%-84%] vs 74% [IQR:
68%-78%]; P ¼ 0.311) or focal fibrillation waves
(CFAEmax: 1.0% [IQR: 0.0%-2.3%]; other recording
sites: 0.6% [IQR: 0.5%-0.8%]; P ¼ 0.182 [P > 0.083]).

Interestingly, reentry of fibrillation waves was not
observed at any of the DFmax domains and CFAEmax

sites.

RELATIONS BETWEEN DFmax OR CFAEmax AND

FOCAL PATTERNS OF ACTIVATION. In all 71 pa-
tients, focal patterns of activation occurring repeti-
tively during at least 20% of the recording was
observed in 11 patients (15%). Remarkably, even in
these cases of repetitive focal activation, there was no
relationship between DFmax and origins of focal
fibrillation waves. The local activation times map in
Figure 3A shows the occurrence of a focal fibrillation
wave at the LA appendage in the upper part of the
mapping area. This pattern of activation occurred
repetitively (59 times) during 10 seconds of AF
(Video 1). The recording site at which the focal
fibrillation waves occurred most frequently (red
boxed area in Figure 3B) did not correspond to
the location of local DFmax (arrow in Figure 3C) or
CFAEmax (arrow in Figure 3D). Continuous electrical
activity at the CFAEmax site was caused by fibrillation
waves repetitively propagating around a line of CB
(thick black line), as illustrated by 10 seconds of
consecutive fibrillation local activation times maps in
Video 1.

Videos 2 to 5 (corresponding to Supplemental
Figures 1 to 4) show 10 seconds of consecutive fibril-
lation local activation times maps during AF derived
from various mapping locations obtained from 4
different patients. They illustrate a poor relationship
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FIGURE 4 Correlations Between Patterns of Activation and DFmax/CFAEmax

Scatterplots depict the relation between the characteristics of DFmax domains (Left) or CFAEmax sites (Right) and the corresponding incidence of

focal patterns of activation. There was no relation between focal patterns of activation and local DFmax domains (A) or the fractionation index

(B). Cut-off values of 8Hz (125 ms) for DFmax domains and 50ms for CFAEmax sites and the presence of frequency gradient of $20% for DFmax

domains (indicated by red markers) did not improve source identification. There were no relations between local DFmax and the incidence of

smoothly propagating waves (C) or fibrillation waves with CB (E). Local CFAEmax were weakly correlated to the incidence of smoothly prop-

agating waves (D, rho: 0.62, P < 0.001) and fibrillation waves with CB (F, rho: -0.15, P < 0.001). CFAEmax ¼ recording site with shortest

fractionation index; DF ¼ dominant frequency, DFmax ¼ maximum dominant frequency; FI ¼ fractionation index.
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among DFmax domains, CFAEmax sites, and the
occurrence of focal fibrillation waves.

VALUE OF ADDITIONAL CRITERIA TO ENHANCE

SOURCE DETECTION WITH THE USE OF DFmax. In 67
patients (94%), at least 1 local DFmax domain with a
DF >8 Hz (cycle length <125 milliseconds) was pre-
sent (median: 4; range: 1-11 milliseconds). In 65 pa-
tients, a median of 4 (range: 2-6) local DFmax domains
with a frequency gradient >20% were detected. The
relationship between characteristics of these DFmax

domains and corresponding incidence of focal fibril-
lation waves is depicted in a scatterplot in Figure 4,
showing that there is no relation between the occur-
rence of focal fibrillation waves and DF >8 Hz (<125
milliseconds) or local DFmax domains with a fre-
quency gradient >20%. There was also no linear
relation between DF or DFmax >20% and the inci-
dence of smoothly propagating fibrillation waves or
fibrillation waves with CB (Figure 4).

VALUE OF ADDITIONAL CRITERIA TO ENHANCE

SOURCE DETECTION USING CFAEmax. In previous
studies, continuous CFAE regions (fractionation
index <50 milliseconds) were assumed to be related
to continuous electrical activity13 and therefore
regarded as a possible marker for reentry of fibrilla-
tion waves or adjacency to focal sources. We there-
fore assessed whether an increased amount of
fractionation (a lower fractionation index) indeed
correlates to more frequently occurring focal patterns
of activation. However, as shown in Figure 4, there
was no correlation between fractionation index at
recording sites and the occurrence of focal fibrillation
waves (Pearson’s rho ¼ �0.018; P < 0.643) and only
weak or moderate correlations between fractionation
index and fibrillation waves with CB (rho ¼ �0.15;
P < 0.001) or smooth propagation of fibrillation waves
(rho ¼ 0.62; P < 0.001) were detected.

POTENTIAL MORPHOLOGY AT DFmax AND CFAEmax

SITES. As summarized in bar charts in Figure 5, single
potentials were most often recorded throughout all
recording sites, the median proportion ranging from
58% to 63% (P < 0.001 for each region). Fractionated
potentials were recorded from all regions in all pa-
tients. However, single potentials occurred most
frequently at the LAVG and at BB, whereas the pro-
portion of fractionated potentials was highest at the
PV and RA (single potentials: P ¼ 0.018; fractionated
potentials: P < 0.001).

The occurrence of fractionated potentials at pri-
mary DFmax domains and CFAEmax sites was
compared to the occurrence of fractionated potentials
at all other recording sites as summarized in
Supplemental Table 3. As depicted in Figure 5, global
DFmax electrograms contained a larger proportion of
single potentials (72% [IQR: 55%-84%] vs 61% [IQR:
55%-65%]; P ¼ 0.003) and a lower number of double
potentials (4% [IQR: 1%-11%] vs 12% [IQR: 11%-14%];
P < 0.001) and fractionated potentials (4% [IQR: 1%-
11%] vs 12% [IQR: 9%-15%]; P ¼ 0.004). The electro-
grams at 4 DFmax domains from randomly selected
patients are depicted in Figure 6. They illustrate the
high proportion of single potentials and relative reg-
ularity of AFCLs frequently found at DFmax domains.

Electrogram fractionation at global CFAEmax sites
was also compared to fractionation at other recording
sites, as summarized in Supplemental Table 4. Elec-
trograms at global CFAEmax sites contain a smaller
proportion of single potentials (21% [IQR: 15%-30%]
vs 61% [IQR: 55%-65%]; P < 0.001) and more frac-
tionated potentials (52% [IQR: 43%-66%] vs 12% [IQR:
9%-14%]; P < 0.001) than at other recording sites.
Examples of electrograms recorded at CFAEmax sites
are shown in Figure 7, and are derived from the same
patients as depicted in Figure 6. Recording sites at
CFAEmax are typically fractionated and show high
AFCL irregularity.

INCIDENCE OF FOCAL FIBRILLATION WAVES. In
each patient, the areas with the highest proportion of
focal fibrillation waves were localized to identify
possible AF sources. The maximal proportion of focal
fibrillation waves recorded ranged from 8% to 89%
(median: 19%) and was most frequently located at the
RA or LAVG (RA 49%, LAVG 44%, BB 16%, PV 10%;
P ¼ 0.001). This corresponded to a median of 10 focal
fibrillation waves (range: 3-50) occurring at the same
recording site for 10 seconds, although they were not
always consecutive. The median total number of
fibrillation waves at the same recording sites was 60
(range: 51-71) In 4 patients, the highest proportion of
focal fibrillation waves was greater than 50%; of
which all 4 focal wave origins were found at the LA
appendage. DFmax domains were not identified at the
focal wave origin. Median AFCL at sites of maximum
repetition was 156 milliseconds and ranged from 86
milliseconds to 245 milliseconds, which was not
shorter than the median AFCL at other recording sites
within the same patient (155 milliseconds [IQR: 110-
243 milliseconds]; uncorrected P ¼ 0.042). AFCL at
sites of maximum repetition was more regular than at
other recording sites (SD: 27 milliseconds [range: 7-67
milliseconds] vs 36 milliseconds [14-57 milliseconds];
P < 0.001).

The degree of potential fractionation at recording
sites where focal fibrillation waves emerged most
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FIGURE 5 Distribution of Potential Fractionation

(Top) Bar charts summarize the relative frequency distribution of single (SP), double (DP),

and fractionated (FP) potentials throughout the atria in the entire patient population. SPs

occur the most frequently in each mapping region (P < 0.001). (Middle) Bar charts

compare the occurrence of potential subtypes at DFmax domains with their occurrence at all

other recording sites. (Bottom) Bar charts compare the occurrence of potential subtypes at

CFAEmax sites with their occurrence at all other recording sites. Asterisks indicate statis-

tical significance based on Bonferroni-corrected P values (threshold for significance: P <

0.0125). Abbreviations as in Figure 3.
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frequently were not different from unipolar electro-
cardiograms at other recording sites.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we used epicardial mapping to charac-
terize patterns of activation underlying DFmax do-
mains and CFAEmax sites at a high-resolution scale in
the majority of the atria, including BB, in patients
with different subtypes of AF. Although DFmax do-
mains and CFAEmax sites were detected in all pa-
tients, they were not related to focal fibrillation
waves or rotational activation indicating driving
sources of AF. We demonstrated that using addi-
tional, more specific criteria to define target sites—
including the presence of a DF >8 Hz (cycle
length <125 milliseconds), DF gradient >20%, or
fractionation index <50 milliseconds, as previously
applied in clinical studies—also did not result in
source identification. The pattern of activation
occurring most frequently at CFAEmax sites consisted
of fibrillation waves encountering areas of CB and
remnant activity, which in turn corresponded to a
predominance of fractionated potentials. Surpris-
ingly, mainly smoothly propagating waves gave rise
to DFmax domains, and electrograms recorded at these
sites consisted mostly of single potentials and double
potentials. Findings of the present study do not
support the concept of DFmax domains or CFAEmax

sites as target sites for ablation of AF.

IMPACT OF PATTERNS OF ACTIVATION ON DFmax

AND CFAEmax. In all patients, DFmax domains or
CFAEmax sites were detected that would have quali-
fied as ablation targets for AF according to criteria
applied in previous clinical studies. However, we
found that both DFmax domains and CFAEmax sites did
not correspond to the origin of repetitive focal fibril-
lation waves or rotational activity.

At recording sites of DFmax domains, smoothly
propagating fibrillation waves were observed more
often than at other recording sites. Similar observa-
tions were made in the sheep model by Skanes et al22

(bipolar epicardial electrogram and high-density op-
tical recording of the LA and RA). In that sheep model
of AF, fibrillation waves at DFmax domains most
frequently emerged from the border of the array. The
authors proposed that the origins of the sources were
located beyond the mapped region. However, our
observations do not support that explanation. In our
data, 32 out of 61 DFmax domains (w50%) were
embedded within the middle of the mapping area and
thus surrounded by recording sites with lower DFs
but did not correspond to the origin of source-like
activation patterns.

As an alternative to source-like activity, it was also
proposed that high-DF sites may be derived from the
fractionated potentials occurring around wavefront
collision sites or lines of conduction block.19 In
contrast, we found that lines of CB occurred less
frequently at DFmax domains than at other recording
sites. Especially when the array was activated by



FIGURE 6 Electrograms at DFmax Domains

Electrograms recorded at DFmax domains of 4 different patients reflect typical electrograms found in these regions, showing a high proportion

of single potentials. In the second example, the DF (50 milliseconds) is 3 times shorter than the median atrial fibrillation cycle length (AFCL; 150

milliseconds). The electrograms show relatively regular single potentials without a clear explanation for erroneous DF calculation except the

ventricular far field components. When these components are removed before fast Fourier transform, the DF calculated is indeed closer to the

median AFCL (147 milliseconds). However, when ventricular components are removed before analysis in all electrograms of the entire study, as

described in Supplemental Methods, this alteration of the methodology does not improve the detection of source-like activation at DFmax

domains. Abbreviations as in Figure 3.
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smoothly propagating fibrillation waves with rela-
tively regular intervals, DFmax domains within these
waves consisted of small areas from which single
potentials and double potentials were recorded.

In previous studies, the rationale for targeting
CFAEs was based on the association between CFAEs
and either pivot points occurring at reentrant circuits,
conduction delay,1 or fibrillatory conduction occur-
ring at the periphery of organized sources owing to
interaction with anatomic and functional obsta-
cles.6,23 For example, Atienza et al14 found that ac-
tivity at variable CFAE sites at the LA included 71%
functional CB resulting in reentry and 29% break-
through waves with a line of CB. At continuous CFAE
sites, Jadidi et al15 found 71% wave collision and 24%
slowed conduction as the cause of continuous CFAEs
(fractionation index <80 ms). However, in both
studies, low-spatial-resolution 20-polar catheters
were used for AF recording. In our high-density
mapping study, CFAEmax sites were indeed
frequently associated with areas of CB, but reentry of
fibrillation waves was not observed, and a spatial
relationship of CFAEs to DFmax domains was not
demonstrated. Our results, therefore, do not provide
a rationale for targeting CFAEs according to the
existing criteria used in clinical practice to guide AF
ablation. This is in line with the outcome of a large
randomized controlled trial where Verma et al2 found
no additional benefit from CFAE ablation alongside
PV isolation.

Throughout the years, mechanisms underlying AF
initiation and persistence have been heavily debated.
Theories include both organized mechanisms for AF
maintenance, such as ectopic foci,24 leading circle
reentry,25 and intramural microreentry (eg, scroll
waves),26 and disorganized mechanisms such as
random wavelet reentry27 and epiendocardial asyn-
chrony.12,21 However, approaches to prove any of
these hypotheses are largely based on tracking similar
electrophysiologic phenomena such as focal or rota-
tional patterns of activation acting as a driver of AF.
Although extensive mapping of the epicardium was

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jacep.2023.01.013


FIGURE 7 Electrograms at CFAEmax Sites

Typical electrograms recorded at CFAEmax sites of 4 different patients. They were derived from the same patients as in Figure 6.
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performed in the present study, the existence of fixed
focal sources could not be proven by targeting DFmax

domains or CFAEmax sites.
In this study, mapping of different atrial regions

occurred sequentially and not simultaneously. We
could therefore detect the occurrence of focal or
rotational patterns of activation in 1 mapping location
but not the full length of their wave paths. Nonethe-
less, even in sequential mapping, the absence of
repetitive source-like activation at the highest
activation frequencies at any of the 93,240 recording
sites contradicts a dominant role for fixed drivers in
maintaining AF. In previous studies, the varying
incidence of focal activation patterns combined with
previously reported small R waves in the potentials
recorded at the origin of focal waves and coupling
intervals longer than the median AFCL21 appeared
more consistent with transmural conduction of focal
fibrillation waves. Also, source-like patterns of acti-
vation in other clinical epicardial mapping studies
were either not detected12,21 or were transient.28,29

Previous studies in which relationships between AF
persistence and organized sources were found used
different mapping techniques, such as global endo-
cardial mapping with basket catheters and noninva-
sive body surface mapping.20,30 Clearly, there are
methodologic differences between the mapping
techniques regarding spatial resolution, filtering, and
data interpolation, which may explain the lack of
agreement between study outcomes.

However, because the present study was focused
on the use of high-frequency sites to detect source-
like activation rather than unraveling mechanisms
underlying AF, it does not prove the general absence
of drivers during AF. We cannot completely exclude
the existence of sources located in atrial regions
inaccessible during epicardial mapping, such as the
intra-atrial septum, although the most frequently
reported location of organized sources—LA appendix
or wall and PV area22,31,32—were covered in our map-
ping scheme.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FRACTIONATION AND

DFmax. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first study in which an elaborate characterization of
potential morphology derived from DFmax domains
and CFAEmax sites is performed. As expected,
electrograms at CFAEmax sites consisted mainly of
fractionated potentials (median amount: 51%).
Because fractionation of electrograms is often
provided as an explanation for detecting increased
DF, it was surprising that the proportion of frac-
tionated potentials at DFmax domains was very
small (median amount: 1%). Instead, potentials
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were mainly a combination of single potentials and
double potentials.

Although the DF is correlated with the inverse of
the mean cycle length in case of regular beat-to-beat
intervals,33,34 this correlation is disturbed in electro-
grams with either fractionated potentials or increased
cycle length irregularity.35,36 Ng et al37 demonstrated
that the presence of double potentials in electrograms
recorded during atrial flutter doubled the DF as dou-
ble potentials increased the power of one of the har-
monics (multiplications of the DF) in the frequency
spectrum. An increased delay between the compo-
nents of the double potentials further increased the
chance of a harmonic peak becoming the DF.37 CL
irregularity especially resulted in a dispersion in fre-
quency peaks and inaccurate DF selection. Therefore,
the presence of irregular AFCLs and fractionated po-
tentials—both of which are typically present during
AF—cause an unreliable estimation of the mean acti-
vation rate. In our mapping data, the (combined)
presence of single potentials and double potentials
most consistently increased the DF.

STUDY LIMITATIONS. As discussed above, our map-
ping data was obtained sequentially from the
different mapping locations. Despite excluding elec-
trograms with inadequate signal-to-noise ratios, in
some patients activation time maps revealed large
simultaneously activated atrial regions, where pat-
terns of activation could not be determined. Possibly,
only remote electrical activity was recorded in these
areas owing to electrical silence, the presence of
epicardial fat, or inadequate array-tissue contact.38

The arrhythmogenic substrate of our patient group
does not necessarily represent the AF substrate in all
patients. However, the presence of focal and reen-
trant activation at the LA and RA driving AF was also
reported in patients with permanent AF undergoing
surgical correction for mitral valve disease, suggest-
ing that patients with and without valvular heart
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disease at least partly share AF substrate character-
istics.39 In the present study, we did not investigate
differences between epicardial and endocardial re-
cordings, but in a previous study we demonstrated
that despite the presence of areas of asynchronous
activation, the patterns of activation (eg, areas of
conduction block and focal epicardial breakthrough)
waves occurring within a specific time period are
similar.23 Therefore, our findings on epicardial pat-
terns of activation are also translatable to the endo-
cardium. We did not perform repeated mapping to
investigate stability of DFmax and CFAEmax over time,
to avoid excessive prolongation of cardiopulmonary
bypass time.
PERSPECTIVES

COMPETENCY IN MEDICAL KNOWLEDGE: It is generally

considered that high dominant frequencies in electrograms are

translatable to high atrial activation rates caused by “drivers” of

the fibrillatory process, despite the known challenges of the

methodology such as beat-to-beat cycle length irregularity,

fractionated potentials, and low signal-to-noise ratios. This

study demonstrates that even during elaborate high-density

mapping of the atria, patterns of activation detected at recording

sites with the highest dominant frequencies do not confirm the

presence of source-like activity.

TRANSLATIONAL OUTLOOK: To improve treatment strate-

gies for patients with AF, it is crucial to understand the under-

lying mechanisms that cause and perpetuate AF. The results of

this study do not support the currently applied methodologies to

identifying target sites during ablation of AF. Important next

steps would be to identify the substrate responsible for initiating

and maintaining AF in high-density mapping, and then to

determine unique characteristics of electrograms recorded at

these sites.
CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we used epicardial mapping to charac-
terize patterns of activation underlying DFmax

domains and CFAEmax sites at a high-resolution scale
in the atria, including BB, in a large population of
patients with different subtypes of AF (Central
Illustration). DFmax domains and CFAEmax sites
derived from high-density epicardial electrograms do
not correspond to the origin of source-like patterns of
activation during AF. At DFmax domains, smoothly
propagating fibrillation waves were especially
observed, whereas CFAEmax sites strongly correlated
with the occurrence of remnant activity. Additional
criteria as used in several clinical studies to improve
the selection of target sites for ablation did not result
in a higher detection rate for source-like patterns of
activation. Our results do not support the concept of
DFmax domains or CFAEmax sites as target sites for
ablation of AF.
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